a b s t r a c t
To assess the role of reflection in executive function, preschool-age children who perseverated (failed) on a pre-training version of the Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS) were given training with a different version (different stimuli) in which they were provided with corrective feedback and taught to reflect on the conflicting rule representations involved in the task. In Exp. 1, reflection training was based closely on Kloo and Perner (2003) . Exp. 2 used a shortened (15 min) version of the training protocol. In Exp. 3, this version of reflection training was compared to corrective feedback alone or mere practice with the task (without feedback). In all 3 experiments, children who received reflection training showed substantial improvements in performance on the pre-training version of the DCCS, whereas children in control conditions did not. In Exp. 3, these improvements were accompanied by a reduction from pre-to post-training in the amplitude of the N2 component of the ERP, an index of conflict detection. Results suggest not only that EF can be trained using a brief intervention targeting reflection, but also that training-related improvements in performance are associated with the down-regulation of ACC-mediated conflict detection. Implications for education are discussed.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Executive function (EF) refers to the top-down neurocognitive processes involved in flexible, goal-directed problem solving (Zelazo et al., 2008) . There is currently considerable interest in the early development of EF, in part because EF measured in early childhood predicts important developmental outcomes, including math and reading skills in preschool and the early school grades (e.g., Blair and Razza, 2007) , cognitive control (Go-Nogo performance) and SAT scores in adolescence (e.g., Eigsti et al., 2006) , and socioeconomic status in adulthood (Moffitt et al., 2011) . While this research suggests that individual differences in EF remain relatively stable from early childhood to adulthood, a growing number of studies have now shown that EF can be trained (see Diamond and Lee, 2011, for review) .
Much of this research has focused on the preschool years, a period of rapid development of EF that occurs just prior to a sharp increase in the demands placed on children's developing EF (i.e., as they transition to school).
Interventions shown to improve EF include specific preschool curricula (e.g., Diamond et al., 2007; Lillard and Else-Quest, 2006) , certain extra-curricular activities (e.g., music, exercise, and martial arts), and laboratory-based efforts targeting specific EF skills (e.g., Dowsett and Livesey, 2000; Jolles et al., 2011; Karbach and Kray, 2009; Klingberg et al., 2005; Kloo and Perner, 2003; Rueda et al., 2005 Rueda et al., , 2012 Tamm et al., 2010; Thorell et al., 2009) . While these studies clearly reveal the considerable plasticity of EF in early childhood, key questions remain concerning why EF interventions are effective: What are the active ingredients, and how do they act? The goal of the current study was to isolate the role of reflection, or the reflective reprocessing of information, in EF training in preschool age children. A well-studied developmental transition in EF occurs in children's performance on the Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS; Zelazo, 2006; see Fig. 1) , in which children are required to sort bivalent test cards (e.g., red rabbits and blue boats) first according to one dimension (e.g., color) and then according to the other (e.g., shape). Most 3-year-olds perseverate on the post-switch phase of the DCCS, continuing to sort by the pre-switch dimension, whereas by 5 years of age, most children switch flexibly. Performance on more difficult versions of the task (e.g., speeded versions with more frequent, unpredictable switches between dimensions) continues to improve during adolescence, reaches a peak in young adulthood, and then declines in senescence (e.g., Diamond and Kirkham, 2005; Zelazo et al., in press) .
Several different accounts have been offered of the developing cognitive processes that underlie age-related behavioral changes on this task (e.g., Bunge and Zelazo, 2006; Kirkham et al., 2003; Morton and Munakata, 2002; Zelazo et al., 2003) . For example, Zelazo et al. (2003) have highlighted the importance of increases in the reflective reprocessing of information, allowing for the formulation, selection, and maintenance in working memory of higherorder rules. According to the Cognitive Complexity and Control theory-revised (CCC-r; Zelazo et al., 2003) , children who perseverate on the DCCS have difficulty reflecting on their (conflicting) rule representations and formulating a hierarchical rule system that resolves the conflict inherent in the rules and the bivalent stimuli. The rapid development of self-reflection during the preschool years allows children to recognize that they know two different ways of approaching the task: "If I'm sorting by color, then the red rabbits go here; but if I'm sorting by shape, then they go there."
Other approaches emphasize different cognitive processes such as active (working) memory (Morton and Munakata, 2002) , inhibition of attention (Kirkham et al., 2003) , and redescription (the understanding that a stimulus can be redescribed from a different perspective; Kloo and Perner, 2003) . Despite their differences, however, all of these accounts acknowledge that a key challenge for younger children is resolving, by one means or another, how to respond flexibly to the conflicting information in the task (i.e., the conflicting rules and/or the conflict inherent in the bivalent stimuli).
As an experimental test of their hypotheses, Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2) trained children for approximately 30 min (2× 15 min training sessions over the course of several weeks) to reflect on their rule representations during the DCCS (i.e., which dimension they were sorting by). After sorting incorrectly (perseverating) on the DCCS, children were given corrective feedback and taught to (a) reflect on the relevant dimension (or higher-order setting condition): "That's wrong. We are not playing the color game, the game with yellow and green, anymore. Now, we are playing the shape game-the game with apple and house", then to (b) consider the antecedent conditions: "In the shape game, when you see an apple. . ."; and finally to (c) specify the consequents associated with each antecedent: ". . .you have to press the button with apple on it." Children trained in this way showed more improvement on the DCCS than children trained to use relative clauses (an active control condition). These effects showed near transfer to a 3-boxes version of the DCCS and far transfer to a false belief task. Although training effects were attributed to children's increased conceptual understanding of redescription (i.e., that it is possible to construe a stimulus in two different ways: as a red thing and as a rabbit), the training itself can be also construed as reflection training.
In Exp. 1, we replicated the key findings of Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2) . In Exp. 2, we confirmed that similar results were obtained using a brief (15 min), single session version of the reflection training protocol. In Exp. 3, we turned our attention to the neural correlates of reflection training and training-induced changes in children's DCCS performance. In particular, we examined the N2 component of the event-related potential (e.g., Botvinick et al., 2001; Botvinick, 2007; Lahat et al., 2010; Lamm et al., 2006; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003; Rueda et al., 2004; Waxer and Morton, 2011; Yeung and Nieuwenhuis, 2009 ), which has consistently been associated with anterior cingluate cortex (ACC)-mediated detection of conflict in a variety of EF tasks, including Go-Nogo tasks, flanker tasks, and the DCCS. Espinet et al. (2011) tested 99 preschoolers (35-54 m) on a version of the DCCS and found that N2 amplitude was smaller (less negative) for children who switched flexibly (passed) than it was for children who perseverated (failed), regardless of age. Children who pass the DCCS evidently resolve the conflict inherent in the task more efficiently than children who fail, resulting in smaller N2 amplitudes. One possibility is that for these children, the detection of conflict prompted reflection and higher-order rule use (mediated by lateral prefrontal cortical networks) that effectively resolved the conflict inherent in the stimuli and down-regulated ACC activation (Bunge and Zelazo, 2006; cf. Badre and D'Esposito, 2007; Botvinick, 2008; Christoff and Gabrieli, 2000; Koechlin et al., 2003) . In fact, young children who pass the DCCS do show an increase in oxygenated hemoglobin in ventrolateral prefrontal cortex in response to the presentation of the stimuli (Moriguchi and Hiraki, 2009 ).
Rueda and colleagues have examined ERP effects of EF training in early development (Rueda et al., 2005 (Rueda et al., , 2012 . Children given 5-10 45-min attention training sessions (over the course of a month) showed smaller (less negative) and earlier (shorter latency) N2 amplitudes that looked more adult-like. In Experiment 3, we predicted that reflection training would produce not only behavioral improvements, but also reductions in N2 amplitude, compared to corrective feedback: "That's right/that's wrong.
You (are supposed to) press the button with the apple on it (experimenter points to correct button)." An immediate effect of corrective feedback was expected on the training DCCS, but the effects were not expected to transfer to the post-training DCCS (Bohlmann and Fenson, 2005) . A mere practice condition (without corrective feedback) was also included to control for simple practice effects in the absence of training.
Method

Participants
A total of 113 2-to 4-year-old children (52 males; M age = 41 months; SD = 4.5; range = 31-54 months) participated in this study. All participants were tested in a university laboratory or at a daycare center in a large metropolitan area. Although limited demographic information was collected, children were from diverse ethnic backgrounds and the daycare centers were located in economically diverse regions. Parents gave written consent for their children to participate in the study. Children received stickers or a small toy for their participation, and families in Exp. 3 received $15 in compensation for their participation. All experiments were conducted with IRB approval (see Supplementary Online Material S1 for further information about participants, including participants tested but excluded from final samples, and additional methodological detail).
Design
29 children participated in Exp. 1, 28 in Exp. 2, and 56 in Exp. 3. For each experiment, children were randomly assigned to a reflection training condition (Exp. 1: n = 15; Exp. 2: n = 14; Exp. 3: n = 20) or a control condition (Exps. 1 and 2: relative clause training, n = 14; Exp. 3: corrective feedback, n = 16; mere practice, n = 20). On the first day, all participants received a pre-training DCCS. Children in Exps. 1 and 2 received additional pre-training assays: a relative clause test and a far-transfer false belief task (see Kloo and Perner, 2003, Exp. 2) . On the last day, all participants received the same pre-training assays as on the first day. Children in Exps. 1 and 2 received an additional near transfer task (i.e., a 3-boxes DCCS with different target and test cards) on the last day.
The procedures used in Exps. 1 and 2 were based on Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2) with the following exceptions: (1) the Piagetian number-conservation training and the false belief training were dropped because our theoretical interest was in reflection; (2) the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-III (PPVT-III; Dunn and Dunn, 1997) was used instead of the K-ABC as a test of verbal intelligence, and it was always administered after all post-training assays on the last day; (3) children in Exps. 2 and 3 were given half the training dosage given to children in Exp. 1. That is, they received only one training session (reflection training: 20 trials; control training: 4 scenarios) that occurred immediately following pre-testing on Day 1, and there was a 1-day interval between training and post-training tests.
Pre-and post-training DCCS
The pre-and post-training DCCS used in Exps. 1 and 2 was the same as that used in Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2). The pre-and post-training DCCS used in Exp. 3 was the same as that used in Espinet et al. (2011; see Fig. 1 ). An experimenter blind to children's experimental assignment administered all pre-and post-training assays, and a different experimenter administered training.
Reflection training 1.4.1. Training DCCS
The training procedure used in Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2) was used in all three experiments, and each 15 min session involved 20 trials with three switches between dimensions (4 blocks of 5 trials each). Any time children made a mistake they were trained. In general, reflection training consisted of asking the child to name the relevant game and dimension, providing an example of a correct sort, and then asking the child to resort with assistance, ensuring that he or she sorts correctly (see Fig. 2 ). At the end of each session, four rapid switch trials were administered in which a test card had to be sorted by one dimension and then by the other.
Reflection training was the same in all three experiments with the following exceptions: In Exp. 3, training was adapted for use with a computerized version of the training DCCS and the training script was adjusted accordingly (e.g., if you see a yellow one, press this button; see Appendix). In Exps. 1 and 2, the dimensions used in the training DCCS were number and color, as in Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2), whereas in Exp. 3, the dimensions were shape and color. In Exps. 1 and 2, two sets of training DCCS cards with different attributes were used (Set 1 with two yellow apples and one green apple vs. Set 2 with one red house and two blue houses). In Exp. 1, a different set was used for each training session, and in Exp. 2, the sets were counterbalanced such that half of the participants received one set, half the other. In Exp. 3, only attributes from Set 1 were used.
Control training
In Exps. 1 and 2, control training focussed on the use of relative clauses. The procedure carried out by Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2) was replicated except that a baby doll was used instead of Ernie (see Supplementary Online Material S1). In Exp. 3, two different control conditions were used: corrective feedback and mere practice. Children in the corrective feedback condition received the training DCCS and were simply given corrective feedback, without any further explanation or reflection training, on all trials: "That's right/that's wrong you are supposed to press this button" [the experimenter pointed to the correct button]. Children in the mere practice condition received the training DCCS and were not given feedback of any kind.
Electroencephalographic recording
In Exp. 3, EEG data were collected during the computerized version of the pre-and post-training DCCS, and were recorded and processed identically to Espinet et al. (2011) . The mean inter-trial interval between children's response to the test stimulus and when the experimenter initiated the following trial was 3164.38 ms (SD = 1038.63 ms) for the pre-training DCCS and 3106.67 ms (SD = 1215.87 ms) for the post-training DCCS.
In keeping with Espinet et al. (2011) , the N2 was coded as the largest negative deflection after the N1 with a frontal-central topography and a latency of 300-500 ms. ERP amplitudes were calculated based on the peak within the coded region, and latencies were calculated as the time in milliseconds from stimulus onset to peak amplitude. ERP amplitudes were examined at four frontal, midline sites including sites 16, 11, 6, and 129, corresponding roughly to Afz, Fz, Fcz, and Cz respectively (Luu and Ferree, 2000) . N2 amplitudes were maximal over these fronto-central sites.
Data analysis
Following intent-to-treat principles, designed to minimize the introduction of a sampling bias through attrition, all participants were included in all analyses whenever it was possible and appropriate to do so (e.g., children were only included if they failed the DCCS but were retained regardless of their performance during training). Exceptions are noted in the Supplementary Online Material S1, shown in Fig. 3 , and discussed further in the results sections. We were unable to include data from children who refused to cooperate or who did not return for all sessions, and this may limit the generalizability of the findings to children who are relatively attentive or cooperative. In all three experiments, the same logic was used to test our hypothesis that reflection training would produce improvements in EF performance compared to control training. Children who failed the DCCS were randomly assigned to the experimental or control condition(s), performance was assessed by individuals who were uninformed about the participants' conditions, and we used repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) to test for Group (reflection training vs. control(s)) × Time (pre-vs. post-training) interactions in children's EF performance. In all three experiments, we also tested for between-groups effects using ANOVAs on percentage change in performance. The efficacy of reflection training to improve EF performance would be supported by the presence of a significant omnibus interaction, along with paired-samples t-tests (Exps. 1 and 2) or multiple post hoc comparisons with Bonferonni adjustment (Exp. 3) indicating an effect of time (i.e., improvement) for the reflection training group but not for the control condition(s). Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests were also carried out to obtain analogous non-parametric results. Effect sizes (Cohen's d; Cohen, 1988) were calculated correcting for the dependence between means for within-subjects effects (Cepeda, 2008) .
Following Cohen (1988) , effect sizes were considered small (d < .20), moderate (.20 ≤ d ≤ .80), or large (d > .80) In Exp. 3, to test our hypothesis that reflection training would produce reductions in N2 amplitude and source activation compared to control training, we used ANOVA to examine the effect of group on changes in N2 amplitude and source activation, and independent samples t-tests were used to decompose this effect. The efficacy of reflection training in helping children resolve the conflict inherent in the DCCS would be supported by a significant effect of group, with children who received reflection training showing smaller N2 amplitudes and reductions in medial frontal source activation. Improvements in EF performance were expected to correlate with electrophysiological changes, based on Pearson correlations.
Results: Exps. 1 and 2
Scoring
Children were given a score out of 5 for each phase of the pre-and post-training DCCS (i.e., pre-switch and post-switch), a score out of 4 for the relative clause test, a score out of 2 for false belief performance, and a score out of 9 for each phase of the 3-boxes DCCS. Scores were transformed into a percentage out of the total possible score for the purpose of analysis. In contrast to Kloo and Perner (2003) , whose sample included children who correctly sorted as many as 3 out of 5 trials on the post-switch phase of the DCCS, and who potentially responded correctly to 4 out of 4 control task scenarios, children were included in this study only if they clearly passed the preswitch phase of the pre-training DCCS (i.e., less than 2 pre-switch errors out of 5, p < .06), clearly failed the postswitch phase (4 or more post-switch errors out of 5, p < .06), committed at least one error on the relative clause test, and failed at least one of two false-belief questions. The preswitch criterion (i.e., clearly passed the pre-switch phase) was included in order to ensure that children understood the basic sorting requirements and the post-switch criteria were designed to minimize the likelihood of Type 1 error (i.e., false positive responses to the intervention). The post-switch criteria may have excluded children who were "transitional" with respect to performance on our dependent measures, thereby limiting the generalizability of the sample to children who more clearly failed these measures.
Preliminary analyses
Six preliminary analyses were carried out to test for pre-training differences between the groups. Results based on ANOVA/Chi-square did not reveal any significant differences between the training conditions in children's age, PPVT standard scores, gender, or pre-training performance, with the exception of pre-training false belief performance in Exp. 2, F(1, 26) = 4.45, p = .05; Z = −1.99, p = .05), where children in the relative clause training condition answered more false belief questions correctly than children in the reflection training condition. 
Post-training performance
Results of the pre-and post-training DCCS, relative clause test, and false belief test for Exps. 1 and 2 are shown in Table 1 . For comparative purposes, data were analyzed using the parametric tests carried out by Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2) . Given that DCCS data are typically bimodal and that the distribution for all dependent measures departed from normality (Shapiro-Wilk, all ps < .01), however, non-parametric results for each analysis are also presented. Results were nearly identical regardless of statistical approach. To be conservative, all reported tests of significance are two-tailed, although one-tailed test results would also be appropriate because analyses were based on a priori uni-directional predictions.
Post-training DCCS
Children who sorted 80% of post-switch trials correctly (i.e., at least 4 out of 5 correct; p = .06) on the post-training DCCS were scored as passing. Eight of fifteen (53%) children in Exp. 1 who received reflection training passed, as did 7 of 14 children (50%) in Exp. 2. In contrast, only 2 children (14%) who received relative clause training passed the posttraining DCCS in each experiment.
A 2 (day: Day 1, pre-training vs. Day 4, post-training) × 2 (training condition: reflection vs. relative clause) repeated measures ANOVA was carried out on the percentage of correct post-switch trials. Results of both experiments revealed a significant main effect of day (Exp. 1: F(1, 27) = 21.48, p < .001, Á 2 p = .44; Exp. 2: F(1, 26) = 15.54, p < .001, Á 2 p = .37), as well as a significant Day × Training Condition interaction (Exp. 1: F(1, 27) = 5.66, p = .03, Á 2 p = .17; Exp. 2: F(1, 27) = 5.76, p = .02, Á 2 p = .18). Children who received reflection training showed a significant improvement in DCCS performance (Exp. 1: t(14) = −4.39, p = .001, Wilcoxon signed-ranks test Z = −2.87, p < .004, Cohen's d = 1.43; Exp. 2: t(13) = −3.96, p = .002; Z = −2.71, p < .007), whereas children in the control condition did not (Exp. 1: t(13) = −1.94, p = .08, Z = −1.83, p = .07; Exp. 2: t(13) = −1.29, p = .22; Z = −1.09, p = .28). Also, a one-way ANOVA on change scores (i.e., percentage correct posttraining DCCS -percentage correct pre-training DCCS) showed that improvement on the DCCS was greater for the reflection training group (Exp. 1: 53%, SD = 47%; Exp. 2: 53%, 
False belief (far transfer)
Group differences in false belief test scores were examined using a 2 (day) × 2 (training condition) repeated measures ANOVA. In Exp. 1, but not in Exp. 2, there was a main effect of day, F(1, 27) = 7.69, p = .01, Á 2 p = .22, indicating that both groups performed better on Day 2 (29% correct, SD = 5%) than on Day 1 (14% correct, SD = 4%). No Day × Training Condition interaction was found in either Exp. 1 or Exp. 2, consistent with the findings of Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2). For comparative purposes only, paired-samples t-tests were conducted to assess pre-to post-training improvement despite a non-significant omnibus test, as per Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2), so these results should be interpreted with caution. In Exp. 1, children in the reflection training condition showed a significant improvement in performance, t(14) = −2.82, p = .01; Wilcoxon signed-ranks test Z = −2.33, p = .02, whereas those in the relative clause condition did not, t(13) = −1.00, p = .34; Z = −1.00, p = .32. In Exp. 2, there was no significant facilitation of false belief performance for either the relative clause training group, t(13) = .37, p = .72; Z = −.38, p = .71, or the reflection training group, t(13) = −1.47, p = .17; Z = −1.41, p = .16. A one-way ANOVA on change scores confirmed that improvement on the false belief test was greater for the reflection training group (Exp. 1: 23%, SD = 32%; Exp. 2: 14%, SD = 36%) than for the relative clause training group in Exp. 1 (7%, SD = 27%, F(1, 27) = 5.66, p = .03, Cohen's d = .54; Mann-Whitney test Z = −1.33, p > .1) but not Exp. 2 (0%, SD = 37%, F(1, 26) = 1.68, p > .1, Cohen's d = .38; Z = −1.18, p > .1).
Relative clause test
Performance on the relative clause test was analyzed using a 2 (day) × 2 (training condition) repeated measures ANOVA. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of day (Exp. 1: F(1, 27) = 13.50, p = .001, Á 2 p = .33; Exp. 2: F(1, 26) = 13.50, p = .003, Á 2 p = .30), as well as a significant Day × Training Condition interaction in Exp. 1: F(1, 27) = 6.66, p = .02, Á 2 p = .20, but not Exp. 2. There was a significant improvement in performance for the relative clause training group, t(13) = −3.17, p < .01; Wilcoxon signed-ranks test Z = −2.41, p = .02, but not the reflection training group, t(14) = −1.87, p = .08; Z = −1.73, p = .08. A one-way ANOVA on change scores also revealed that the pre-to post-training improvement on the relative clause test was greater for the relative clause training group (29%, SD = 34%) than for the reflection training group (5%, SD = 10%), F(1, 27) = 5.66, p = .03 Cohen's d: 1.09; Mann-Whitney test Z = −2.23, p = .03.
In contrast to Exp. 1, in Exp. 2, there were significant improvements from pre-to post-training in both the relative clause training group (20% improvement, t(13) = −2.47, p = .03; Wilcoxon signed-ranks test Z = −2.04, p = .04) and the reflection training group (18% improvement; t(13) = −2.22, p = .05; Z = −2.04, p = .04).
3-Boxes DCCS (near transfer)
As with the standard DCCS, children who correctly sorted 80% of trials (i.e., at least 7 out of 9) on the 3-boxes DCCS were considered to have passed. Based on this criterion, 67% of children who received reflection training passed the 3-boxes DCCS in Exp. 1, and 71% passed in Exp. 2. In comparison, only 14% of children who received relative clause training passed the 3-boxes DCCS in Exp. 1, and only 7% did so in Exp. 2. A one-way ANOVA was carried out on the mean percentage of post-switch trials correct. 
Dosage effects
In order to assess the effects of reflection training dosage/duration on DCCS performance, data from Exp. 1 were compared to data from Exp. 2 using Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests. No significant differences were observed in post-training performance or the percentage change in performance (all Zs < 1, all ps > .30).
Results: Exp. 3
Scoring and preliminary analyses
All children passed the pre-switch phase of the DCCS on Day 1 and Day 2, making 6 or fewer errors out of a possible 15 (M pre-training = 1.41 errors, SD = 1.56; M posttraining = .80, SD = 1.42). On the post-switch phase, children were classified as passing if they made 10 or fewer errors out of 30 (p = .05) and were classified as failing if they made 20 or more errors (p ∼ .05). Only children who clearly failed the post-switch phase on Day 1 were included in the sample. This criterion was designed to minimize the likelihood of false positive responses to the intervention, but as in Exps. 1 and 2, it may also limit the generalizability of the sample to children who clearly failed the DCCS.
Seven preliminary analyses were carried out to test for pre-training differences between the groups. Results based on ANOVA/Chi-square found that children in the three training conditions did not differ in age, sex, ethnicity, median post-switch RT on Day 1, mean number of post-switch errors on Day 1, or mean number of trials contributing to the post-switch ERP waveforms on Day 1 or Day 2. Subsequent analyses collapsed across these variables.
Behavioral analyses 4.2.1. Training DCCS performance
Children who received reflection training made 1.80 (SD = 1.58) errors on the training DCCS, compared to 3.25 (SD = 3.05) for corrective feedback, and 7.10 (SD = 4.22) for mere practice. A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of condition on errors made, F(2, 53) = 15.04, p < .001, Á 2 p = .36. Multiple comparisons with Bonferonni adjustment indicated that both children who received reflection training and children who received corrective feedback made fewer errors (Cohen's d = 0.60 and 1.66 respectively) than children who received mere practice (all ps < .01).
Post-training DCCS performance
Eleven children (55%) in the reflection training condition passed the post-training DCCS (one of whom made 11 errors out of 30 instead of 10), in contrast to two children (13%) in the corrective feedback condition and two children (10%) in the mere practice condition. Children who received reflection training made 14.90 post-switch errors on the post-training DCCS (SD = 11.39), compared to 25.00 (SD = 8.20) for corrective feedback, and 25.50 (SD = 7.32) for mere practice. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of day, F(1, 53) = 1.44, p < .001, Á 2 p = .21, and a Day × Training Condition interaction, F(2, 53) = 8.66, p < .01, Á 2 p = .25. Multiple comparisons with Bonferonni adjustment showed that the interaction was driven by a difference on Day 2 between reflection training and corrective feedback, and also between reflection training and mere practice, with children who received reflection training making the least errors (both ps ≤ .01). There was a significant reduction in post-switch errors from Day 1 to Day 2 only for children who received reflection training (p < .01).
A one-way ANOVA on change scores (i.e., percentage correct post-training DCCS -percentage correct pre-training DCCS) showed that improvement on the DCCS differed significantly between groups, F(2, 53) = 8.66, p < .01). Multiple comparisons with Bonferonni adjustment revealed that this difference was driven by greater improvement on the DCCS for reflection training (39%, SD = 36%) than for corrective feedback (5%, SD = 29%, Cohen's d = 1.04) and mere practice (3%, SD = 24%, Cohen's d = 1.18), both ps < .01.
A repeated-measures ANOVA on post-switch RTs revealed a main effect of day, F(1, 49) = 1.68, p < .001, Á 2 p = .26, and a Day × Training Condition interaction, F(2, 49) = 6.22, p < .01, Á 2 p = .20 (data are missing from 4 participants). Multiple comparisons with Bonferonni adjustment showed that children who received reflection training had significantly longer RTs on the post-training DCCS 
ERP analyses
ERP analyses focused on the N2 on post-switch trials during the pre-training and post-training DCCS (see Fig. 4 for the pre-and post-DCCS waveforms represented separately for each condition). For the pre-training DCCS, N2 amplitudes were always based on incorrect trials, whereas for the post-training DCCS, they were based on correct trials for children who passed, and incorrect trials for children who failed. Out of the original sample of 56 children, EEG data were available for 51 children: 18 children in the reflection training condition, 16 in the corrective feedback condition, and 17 in mere practice.
Pre-to post-training change in N2 amplitude
A series of ANOVAs compared the effect of training on changes in N2 amplitude (change scores = post-training DCCS N2 amplitude -pre-training DCCS N2 amplitude). A significant effect of training condition across all sites, F(2, 48) = 3.21, p = .05, Á 2 p = .12, was mainly driven by a significant difference between conditions at site 16, F(2, 48) = 3.17, p = .05, Á 2 p = .12 (site 6, F(2, 48) = 3.00, p = .06, Á 2 p = .11; site 11, F(2, 48) = 2.55, p = .09, Á 2 p = .10; site 129, F(2, 48) = 1.87, p = .16, Á 2 p = .07). Independent samples ttests to assess the effect of training condition showed that reductions in N2 amplitude were greater for reflection training than mere practice at site 16, t(33) = 2.74, p = .01, Cohen's d = .92; site 11, t(33) = 2.40, p = .02, Cohen's d = .82; site 6, t(33) = 2.07, p = .02, Cohen's d = .83; and across all sites t(33) = 2.64, p = .01, Cohen's d = .90; but not at site 129, t(33) = 1.49, p = .15 (see Table 2 ). Degree of amplitude change did not differ significantly between reflection training and corrective feedback at any site (all ts < 1.30, all ps > .10). Amplitude change differed significantly between corrective feedback and mere practice only at site 129, t(31) = 2.06, p = .05, Cohen's d = .72, with children in the corrective feedback condition showing a greater reduction.
Pre-to post-training change in N2 latencies
An analogous set of ANOVAs revealed no significant effect of training condition on change in post-switch N2 latency from Day 1 to Day 2, at any particular site, or across all sites, all Fs(2, 48) < 2.11, p > .13.
Source analyses
The topography and source distribution of the N2 are shown separately for each condition in Fig. 5 . Also shown is the topography and source distribution of a difference wave created by subtracting the peak post-switch N2 amplitudes on Day 1 from the peak post-switch amplitudes on Day 2 separately for each of the groups at each electrode site. Visual inspection of the topographies reveals a broad negativity across fronto-central regions and a pattern of increasing reduction in negativity with each level of training (practice to corrective feedback to reflection).
EEG source imaging was performed as per Espinet et al. (2011) using the standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA) method (Pascual-Marqui, 2002) , as implemented in the NetStation GeoSource 2.0 software package. This method relies on a Sun-Stok 4-shell Sphere head model with a Tikhonov regularization of 1 × 10 −4 . There were several cingulate and mediofrontal cortical source activations that likely contributed to the N2, as well as more posterior sources in occipital and precuneus areas. Source activation levels on both days were greatest in mediofrontal regions. A series of one-way ANOVAs were carried out to compare the changes in activation levels (Day 2 − Day 1) across training conditions. There was a lateralized effect of training condition on left central cingulate activation, F(2, 48) = 3.11, p = .05, with children in the reflection training and corrective feedback conditions showing a greater reduction in activation (M = −.02, SD = .08; M = −.03, SD = .11, respectively) than children in the practice group (Cohen's d = .82 and .80 respectively), who showed an increase in activation (M = .05, SD = .09). A similar modulatory effect of training condition on right central cingulate source activation was not seen.
The source localization results should be interpreted with caution. When this analysis was performed, no head models were available that were specifically designed for use with pediatric populations. An appropriate head model would account for age differences in how neural activation would propagate from source to scalp (e.g., given age-related increases in skull thickness). In addition, EEG data from pediatric groups tend to be more variable when compared to data from older children and adults; however, sLORETA was chosen because this localization method was designed to be more robust to noise (Pascual-Marqui, 2002) . The reader is encouraged to refer to Luck (2005) and Michel et al. (2004) for critical, thoughtful reviews of source localization methodology. Future work should attempt to replicate these findings, especially when pediatric head models become available.
Correlations
Please see Supplementary Online Material S1 for correlational data.
Discussion
The results of Exp. 1 closely mirrored the findings of Kloo and Perner (2003, Exp. 2) . Whereas Kloo and Perner found improvements on the DCCS of 57% and 17% for reflection training and relative clause training, respectively, we found improvements of 53% and 17%. Children in the Exp. 1 also showed near transfer to a more complicated 3-boxes DCCS task version, and some evidence for far transfer to a false belief task. Effect sizes associated with the effect of reflection training on the DCCS and the near transfer task were large, whereas those for far transfer were moderate. These results are consistent with the suggestion that reflection plays a key role in EF and its early development. Reflection training may teach children to notice the conflict inherent in the bivalent stimuli, reflect on it, and formulate rules appropriate to the hierarchical structure of the task.
The results of Exp. 2 showed that even a single brief, 15 min session of reflection training led to substantial improvements in DCCS performance, although there was less evidence for far transfer to false belief performance. These results were associated with large and moderate effect sizes, respectively. In Exp. 3, children who received reflection training also showed a substantial reduction in post-switch N2 amplitude during DCCS performance, as well as an increase in RT. All associated effect sizes were large. Slowing down may afford the time needed to reflect on the hierarchical nature of the task. These results add to a growing body of literature demonstrating that networks involved in processing conflict can be modified by EF training in early childhood (Rueda et al., 2005 (Rueda et al., , 2012 , and they further support the suggestion that children who pass the DCCS reflect on their rule representations and efficiently resolve the conflict inherent in the task (Espinet et al., 2011) . The neurophysiological effects of reflection training (reductions in N2 amplitude) resemble those that occur naturally with the development of EF (Espinet et al., 2011; Lamm et al., 2006; Jonkman, 2006) .
Despite demonstrating fewer errors on the training-DCCS, children in the corrective feedback condition in Exp. 3 showed little improvement on the post-training DCCS. These findings replicate Bohlmann and Fenson (2005) , who also found an immediate benefit of corrective feedback on DCCS performance but no transfer to a subsequent DCCS task. It is possible, however, that the corrective feedback may have initiated some spontaneous reflection on children's rule representations. These children did show an increase in RT on the post-training DCCS, at a level intermediate between children in the reflection training and mere practice conditions, and they did show a reduction in N2 amplitudes. It is possible that they slowed down in anticipation of feedback, and that in the absence of feedback on the post-training DCCS, they assumed that they were sorting correctly (and hence discounted the conflict in the task).
The findings of this study suggest that performance on measures of EF such as the DCCS responds readily to topdown teaching strategies (e.g., reflection training; see also Autin and Croizet, 2012; Mack, 2007; Iseman and Naglieri, 2011) . These findings have particular relevance for education, even in preschoolers. Effective strategies for inducing flexible, adaptive behavior, as well as transfer, include encouraging children to reflect on their rule representations, rather than simply telling them when a behavior is incorrect or inappropriate.
Previous efforts to train EF in young children include broad curricular interventions (e.g., through academic and extra-curricular programming such as Montessori education, piano training, martial arts and general physical activity; see Diamond and Lee, 2011 for a review). However, the current findings also point to the value of more focused interventions that target key processes underlying EF (see also Bergman Nutley et al., 2011; Dowsett and Livesey, 2000; Karbach and Kray, 2009; Klingberg et al., 2005; Jolles et al., 2011; Kloo and Perner, 2003; Rueda et al., 2005 Rueda et al., , 2012 Tamm et al., 2010; Thorell et al., 2009 ).
Individual differences in EF predict important social, academic, and lifelong outcomes (Best et al., 2011; Moffitt et al., 2011) . The results of this study suggest that the development of EF can be facilitated in the preschool years, just prior to school entry when individual differences in early EF abilities begin to influence academic trajectories (Best et al., 2011) . Although previous studies have demonstrated neurophysiological changes in older children in response to working memory training (Jolles et al., 2011 (Jolles et al., , 2012 Söderqvist et al., 2012) and switch training (Karbach and Kray, 2009) , and in response to attention training in younger children (Rueda et al., 2005 (Rueda et al., , 2012 , this is the first study to isolate an effect of reflection training on neural responses to conflict, indexed by the amplitude of the N2 component of the ERP. The neural findings inform our understanding of why reflection training is effective, and they are consistent with the suggestion that teaching children to reflect on their rule representations may help them to pursue goals in a more top-down, evaluative fashion, allowing conflicts and inconsistencies in their representations to be more readily detected and resolved. In addition, however, the findings suggest that neural responses to conflict may be a sensitive endophenotypic marker of individual differences in EF that can be used to develop more personalized, or tailored, interventions.
Conclusion
Children who were taught how to reflect on their rule representations in the DCCS responded more slowly, were more likely to pass the task, and showed reductions in N2 amplitude. These findings point to conflict monitoring and the reflective reprocessing of information as key mechanisms in the development of flexible rule use, and they are consistent with a model of EF in which conflict detection initiates reflective reprocessing (mediated by lateral prefrontal cortical networks), which then has the potential to resolve the conflict and down-regulate ACC activation (Bunge and Zelazo, 2006; cf. Badre and D'Esposito, 2007; Botvinick, 2008; Christoff and Gabrieli, 2000; Koechlin et al., 2003) .
